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A new burst error detecting code is described which has the form of 
the sum codes in that the check bits are determined from the algebraic 
sum of suitably weighted information bits. With the use of approxi- 
mately k + logs (n/k) redundancy bits,where n is the number of in- 
formation bits, the resultant code will detect all bursts of errors of 
length k or less in any charnel and will also be a perfect error detez- 
tion code in a completely asymmetric channel. 
A simple extension of the sum codes described in a previous paper 
(Berger, 1961) can be made which will allow the detection of bursts of 
errors of any desired length and which will still detect all possible errors 
in a completely asymmetric channel. These codes wilt have all of the fea- 
tures of the simple sum code and will have considerably ess redundancy 
than would be required if the sum code and a cyclic code were superposed. 
That is, if there are n ilfformation bits in the sum code word and one 
wishes in addition to detect bursts of length k, then the superposition of
the two codes that would be perfectly error detecting in a completely 
asymmetric hannel and detect all bursts of length k or less in an arbi- 
trary channel would require about k q- log2 n check bits2 The code to be 
described that will accomplish these same objectives as a single simple 
code will be shown to require about k q- log2 (n/k) check bits. This code 
is a sum code in which the weights associated with the information bit 
positions are chosen to accomplish the desired burst error detection. As 
was shown in I for the previously described sum code, the resultant code 
is separable between the information bits and check bits, and the check 
bits are complemented before transmission to attain the detection proper- 
ties in the asymmetric hannel. 
1 In this case the sum code would not detect errors in the/~ check bits that are 
added for the burst detection, although bursts could be detected over the entire 
encoded word. For minimum redundancy and maximum effectiveness, both codes 
might be considered to be applied independently to the information bits only. 
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DESCRIPT ION OF  THE BURST DETECT ING SUM CODE 
Given an n bit binary word, W,  that one wishes to encode in order that 
upon receipt after transmission all bursts of errors of length k or less in 
any channel, and also all errors if the channel was completely asymmetric 
can be detected, the following procedure may be employed. For the pur- 
pose of this description, consider that the rightmost digit of W is trans- 
mitted first and that the check bits follow W with the least significant 
bit of the check bits sent first. Then, proceeding from left to right, the 
first digit of W is weighted by 2 k-~, the next by 2 ~-~, and so on down to 
2 °. This pattern of weights is repeated until all digits of W are exhausted. 
The  check sum is formed by simple addition of the weights corresponding 
to the bit positions occupied by "i" 's and conversion of that sum to a 
binary form. Before transmission, each bit position of the check sum is 
complemented and then recomplemented at the receiver to compare 
with the sum of the weights derived from the received information bits. 
As  may be seen from I, the structure of the sum codes is such that if any 
set of nonzero weights is used on the information bits, together with 
complementation of the sum to form the transmitted check bits, one will 
always obtain perfect error detection in a completely asymmetric chan- 
nel. Therefore, it remains only to demonstrate that this choice of weights 
results in the desired burst detection properties. 
Note first that the check bits themselves are effectively weighted since 
they are the binary representation f the formed sum. Thus the last k 
check bits are weighted by the first of the repeated patterns of weights. 
Secondly, one observes that any burst of length k or less spans bits which 
each have a distinct power of two as weights. Thus no burst pattern of 
length k or less can occur such that compensating contributions to the 
sums will be made in order that no error will be detected. A simple 
example will clarify these arguments. Let the number of information 
bits n -- 12, and for convenience, label these bits il through i12. Con- 
sider bursts of length 3 so that the weights used will be 4, 2, and 1. Thus 
5 check bits will be required which are labeled C1 through C~, with C5 
the least significant bit. A received code word after recomplementation, 
with the weights indicated above the digits, would have the following 
appearance: 
42142 1 
C1C2 C~ C4 C5 i l  i~ i3 i4 Q . . . i1~ 
Now, clearly, any burst of length 3 or less occurring only in the informa- 
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tion bits will change the value of the formed sum, thus causing a mis- 
match with the cheek sum. For example, if i2, i3, i4 were respectively 100 
before transmission and a burst changed them to 011, then the formed 
sum would be increased by 3. Similarly, the same argument applies if 
the burst occurred only in the check bits. (Note that C1 and C2 have 
effective weights of 16 and 8, respectively.) In fact, all bursts of length 
up to and including the full number of check bits that occur entirely 
within the check bits will be detected. Finally, if the burst spans a part 
of the check bits and a part of the information bits, both sums will 
change, but they cannot both be changed by the same amount. For 
example, if the burst is over C4, C~, is, then since C4 has effective weight 
2 and C5 effective weight 1, the check sum can change by =t=1, =t=2, or 3=3 
while the formed sum can change by only 3=4. 
As with the cyclic codes, many of the bursts greater than length/~ will 
also be detected. Thus, in the example above, there are 224 possible in- 
tenor bit patterns of length 4 and of these only 40 can be altered by a 
burst of length 4 and go undetected. Similarly, multiple independent 
errors are more likely to be detected than in the ease of the simple sum 
codes because of the presence of the weights. 
The number of redundancy bits required in this code is clearly equal 
to the smallest integer containing the log2 of the sum of all of the possible 
weights on the information bits. Expressing the number of information 
bits n, and the maximum burst length kin terms of the division algorithm 
as n = qk ~- r, 0 <_ r < k, the required number of redundancy bits, R, 
is readily seen to be equal to the smallest integer greater than 
log2 [q(2 ~ -- 1) -t- 2~(1 - 2-0]. In most eases, the approximate formula 
/2 ~ [/~ -t- log2 (q -~- 1)] is sufficiently accurate, where the square brackets, 
[ ], indicate the largest integer contained within. Thus, compared to a 
cyclic code which requires/~ cheek bits, approximately only the relatively 
small number, log2 (n/k), of additional cheek bits are required to achieve 
perfect error detection in the completely asymmetric channel. 
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